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Introduction
The project Educate to create is born from the need to encourage a civic commitment
among youngsters and respect for Intellectual Property. Its aim is to learn and to teach how
to create a world in which multiple means of expression and channels of communication coexist. It is a matter of promoting creation and respecting everyone’s rights, the rights of those
who generate knowledge or contribute to their distribution and of those who process it for leisure or work purposes. Three reasons justify its implementation:

•

To create is much more than to think individually, it means coming closer to what
others have done, respecting this previous work and, from there, constructing something new.

•

Nowadays, there are numerous means which an innovative person depends on,
and without them the person’s contribution would be unthinkable. For example,
films, music, software programs, photographs, books, channels to communicate with
people far away, contents that show up on the internet or in daily newspapers, all these
are essential and, in addition, they are the work of others.

•

The creator’s freedom and rights can be respected from a civic commitment on the
part of he who contemplates, values and shares his or her creations.

The original objectives of the project are the following:

•
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To advocate a respectful education towards intellectual property within the
frame of Primary and Secondary Education and Bachillerato, taking into account
the curricular context of these courses.

•

To establish a frame of work that includes the respect for intellectual property as
a value associated to activities from users, producers and distributors, and
that contributes to easing the understanding and compliance with the rights and obligations of each and every one of them.

We were looking, more specifically, to accomplish the following goals:

•

To elaborate web-based didactical materials that would allow us to work the issue of intellectual property in the classroom.

•

To propose innovative educational scenarios in which already consolidated new
technologies are present, as instruments that link teenagers’ activities with intellectual creations.

•

To analyze and evaluate, based on the case study method, the pilot experience
carried out in collaboration with teachers in four classrooms from Primary and
Secondary education and Bachillerato, from an active research approach.

.
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2. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Executive Report
This report constitutes the result of a project on civic commitment and creation carried out
during the 2007-08 academic year by the team Imágenes, Palabras e Ideas (Images, Words
and Ideas) (University of Alcalá and UNED), directed by Dr. Pilar Lacasa, Professor of Education Psychology, in collaboration with companies Cedro, Microsoft Ibérica, Teléfonica de
España and NBC Universal, as well as with several Educational Centers in the Principality of
Asturias.
The aim of the project is to define certain contents, to design an educational methodology and
to provide several resources to work the concept of intellectual property in the classrooms.
With this objective in mind we have explored the dimensions that define the cultural beliefs
and practices in children and teenagers in relation to the authorship and use of cultural creations within a context of respect for intellectual property. To achieve this, we designed innovative educational scenarios in which new technologies are present, technologies that are currently used by youngsters as instruments that support their activities in relation to cultural
creations.

A curricular proposal
What’s our starting point?
Three ideas lead our proposal for educational contents involving creation, a civic commitment
and intellectual property.

•

Authorship, cultural beliefs and practices: The presence of new technologies has modified practices in children and teenagers and has turned them into creators and consumers within a context of a participatory culture in which the right to intellectual property
must coexist with a civic commitment from creators and users.

•

Educational scenarios as practice communities: New communication environments contribute to the birth of communities in which not only knowledge is shared, but also values and ways of acting.

•

Civic commitment and educating in values: To understand the activity of people in their
daily lives, it is not enough to take their knowledge into consideration, nor just their
actions. There are reasons that usually become the engine that drives these activities
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The aim of this project has been to define certain contents,
to design an educational methodology and to provide several resources to work the concept of intellectual property in
the classrooms
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and they are associated to a universe of values. This is where an education must lean
on the reinforcement of a civic commitment.

The educational contents developed are organized in three non-lineal didactic units.
They are included in the website “EDUCAR PARA CREAR (EDUCATE TO CREATE)”. They
are the following:
•

The role of creators in the development of culture. The meaning of the different
cultural creations in today’s society is analyzed, concentrating specially in the relationships between the spectator, the author and the creation.

•

A civic commitment within the multimedia universe. Intellectual property is set
within the concept of a civic commitment in the presence of cultural creations created in multiple media.

•

Intellectual property within the context of a participatory culture. It is examined as
a reality within the new technologies; the existence of multiple channels of communication and information reflects on the creation processes and on the concept
of intellectual property.

How to work the concept of intellectual property in the classroom
We propose a methodology based on the participation and collaboration among participants
that will lead to students analyzing the contents proposed in a critical way. To achieve this
we suggest what we have called a

Circle of Creation
•

Research, ask questions.

•

Look for information and critically analyze it

•

Answer the previous questions from the creation itself

•

Publish and communicate
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We propose a methodology based on the participation and collaboration among participants
that will lead to students analyzing the contents proposed in a
critical way.
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Three pilot trials, carried out in different educational centers in the Principality of Asturias during the 2007/2008 academic year, allow us to assess the suitability of contents and
the proposed methodology at different educational levels.
•

Primary Education: A group of 11 female students and 10 male students from the 9-10
year age group participated in the trial. The teacher progressively introduced contents
regarding intellectual property in the official curriculum in a cross-sectional way, and
worked during tutoring sessions. The preparation and performance of a theatre play
brought the issue closer to the classrooms through an intensive workshop centered on
the issue that lasted 5 sessions, during the months of March and April.

•

Secondary Education. The group was made up of 12 female students and 4 male students from the 15-16 age group. The trial was carried out within the optional course
“Young European Company” in the 4th year of ESO (the last year of the Spanish Mandatory Secondary Education Cycle). The workshop was carried out in three stages during the months of March and April, directed by the teacher with support from the research team. Data collected for analysis belongs to the 5 sessions.

•

Bachillerato (Spanish equivalent to the last two years of High School). The trial was
carried out in two schools and two groups of students between the ages of 16 and 18
(1st and 2ºnd year of Bachillerato) who had enrolled in the optional course
“Audiovisual Communication and Multimedia” participated. Workshops were carried out
over 17 and 20 sessions respectively.

What changes took place? Some of the results from the project
The analysis of what took place in the classrooms, performed from an ethnographic point of
view and using a case study methodology, has generated results grouped around three axes:
1) Prior ideas from students and teachers, 2) the process of introducing the concept in the
classroom, which allowed to study educational strategies and the way in which students
learned, 3) the process of change seen in the teenager with time.

Software programs AtlasTi and NVivo have been used for qualitative analysis, programs that
allow the analysis of written and audiovisual texts; the use of Photoshop Elements has allowed the organization of photographic images. The material analyzed includes a total of
767 written and audiovisual documents gathered throughout 47 sessions in the four educational centers where the pilot trials took place (Video recordings, 23 hours; photographs,
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Several pilot trials have allowed
the assessment of what happened in the classroom through
the use of the contents and educational methodologies proposed
to work the concept of intellectual property in Primary and
Secondary Education and Bachillerato
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355; summaries 38; Blogs, 52; other materials, 252 (ex. Questionnaires, students’ productions, etc.).

Pre-conceived ideas from students and teachers
What do students think?

We analyzed their responses to two questions answered by
Bachiller and Secondary Education students: What does intellectual property mean for you?,
What implications do you think intellectual property has on the course? These are some of
the most relevant results:

•

Ideas shared by youngsters regarding intellectual property can be classified into four
categories: creation contents, reference to legality, the social-cultural context in which
the creation takes place and authorship.

•

The weight that teenagers place in each of these categories is not always the same,
instead it changes depending on the context in which they live and, most of all, depending on the course that is being studied. For example, students enrolled in the
course “Young European Company” place more importance of the content of the creation (63.16 %) than students enrolled in Audiovisual Communication (32 %). The latter also find the author more important (19%) than their classmates (9%). The course
in which the trial takes place plays a determining role. In the company course, the
content of the product is the most important element and the author becomes more
diluted, while in the multimedia universe authors are very relevant for the teenagers.

•

Other data also stands out, related to more specific analysis:
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•

When we analyze if prior ideas over intellectual property are associated with
their legal reference, we see that the reference is clearly linked to financial issues in both groups (by 15.49% in Bachiller and 11.63% in secondary education). This data leads us to ponder on the influence that information exerts on
teenagers through advertising campaigns and social debates.

•

Finally, the most common errors in both groups are characterized by two elements: confusing intellectual property with mental capability (5.63 in Bachiller
and 25.58% in secondary education) and associating it with something immaterial without any relation to context or legal aspects (more than 30% in both
groups).

The collection and analysis of data
was performed using the methodology of a case study, from an
ethnographic point of view. Software programs AtlasTi and NVivo
have been used for qualitative
analysis, programs that allow
analysis of written and audiovisual
texts.

Ideas shared by youngsters regarding intellectual property can
be classified in four categories:
creation contents, reference to legality, the social-cultural context
in which the creation takes place
and authorship.
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What do teachers think?

Their ideas, previous to the trial, were analyzed through
personal interviews. Among the results obtained, the following can be highlighted:

•

When incorporating the concept of intellectual property to the course syllabus, teachers express concerns: a) How to combine the topic with the official curriculum, b) how
to present the topic in relation to the students’ daily lifestyle and c) how to make students reflect upon it, and not just convey to them certain specific contents.

•

The teachers tackle the issue from a reflecting and critical view, looking for connections to the students’ common everyday knowledge and practices. Their objective is
for teenagers to understand the meaning of the concepts by incorporating them to
their real life experiences outside of the classroom.

•

Concerns and comments from teachers dealt with the intellectual and creative dimension of intellectual property and not so much with the financial scope of the concept.
This focus differs from the one held by teenagers, who place more weight on financial
issues.

The process of introducing the concept in the classroom
Intellectual Property in Primary Education.

By analyzing conversations in the

classrooms we concluded the following:

•

At first, the children’s ideas were centered on specific aspects and on the material dimension of creations. Several craft works helped to introduce the concept of intellectual property

•

The performance of a theatre play allowed for the representation of situations from
which to better understand the concept of intellectual property, which is increasingly
more abstract.

•

The children’s activities and their conversations in class showed that from an early age
they are capable of reasoning over problems related to the concept of intellectual
property, always guided by adults.
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Concerns and comments from
teachers dealt with the intellectual and creative dimension of
intellectual property and not so
much with the financial scope of
the concept
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Teaching strategies. The

in-depth analysis of what happened in the Bachillerato
classrooms, taking the teacher as the unit of analysis, has revealed their decision taking
process when the topic is introduced within the classroom. Some of these strategies are especially significant in order to attain the goals set by the project:

•

To start at the concepts already known by the students and at the ideas they already
have on the issue

•

To use resources, materials and creative works that are close to the ones used by
them in their daily lives.

•

To make them see different perspectives on the issue, encouraging debate and justification of arguments.

•

To allow them to take on the creator’s perspective by creating a cultural work by
themselves and being aware of the creative act and its value within a real life context.

•

To use a Socratic method so that, by asking questions, students must reflect and
question their own opinions and attitudes

•

To adapt aids to the students 'needs, diminishing these needs and conferring them
control of the activity.

Adopting other people’s perspective through a role-playing game.
This activity, which was carried out in the class with teenagers, provided several situations to
reflect about the importance of making students see the different perspectives on the issue.
The analysis we provide may contribute to orientate those who propose a similar activity.

•
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The description of the characters that were to be represented and their context was
essential for teenagers to take a stance towards them. The way in which information is
presented impacts the way in which the concept of intellectual property is constructed.

At first the children’s ideas were
centered on specific aspects and
on the material dimension of creations, both as far as the creation
process itself is concerned as well
as regarding the intellectual property concept.

Starting at the concepts already
known by the students and the
ideas they already had on the issue was a very efficient strategy
in all the educational levels analyzed
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•

•

For example, when students need to represent a character that defends
the existence of a digital levy, their arguments shows a concept of intellectual property linked to legality (75%) and scarcely to the idea of authorship (12%) or the creation context (12.5%).

•

In the case of characters that do not respect intellectual property, either
because they download music from the Internet or because they manipulate images, authorship has a heavier weight within the concept of intellectual property (68%) and the weight placed on legality decreases dramatically (25%) as well as the cultural context of creations (6.25%).

The strategy of a role-playing
game allowed participants to understand the concept of intellectual property from different perspectives.

Only a few students are totally in agreement with the role of the character they represent. Just two of the fifteen that participated were totally in agreement.

Changes in teenagers throughout time
A case study:

Cristina is the section within this report that focuses on the progress
shown, regarding the concept of intellectual property, by a Bachillerato student. By analyzing the written texts that she developed throughout the school year, the following results
were obtained:

•

At the start, the most important element for her was the contents of the creation
(33%); two months later she placed more importance on the personal, social and cultural context of the created work (60%). This data can be interpreted by considering
that the thinking process throughout the year has contributed towards this student
being able to reason over the issue by contextualizing the problem and seeing the
work created as a cultural product and not just an individual one.
“Something private that has to do with the world of author´s rights and everything related to
them”. (Questionnaire 1, 25 March 08)

“Author´s rights related to the author’s creations and activities in different fields and the protection that the Government tries to provide for these authors. For me it means to be in possession of a right”.
(Questionnaire 2, 19 May 08)
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The way in which teachers introduced the character information
determined the students reflections / conclusions
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Perspectives for the future
This report shows that, together, students and teachers of various educational stages have
learned to create, contemplate and use the works of others in a responsible manner. Its development has opened new perspectives that will contribute towards enriching and extending
the results of this research. Its scope may be represented in a triple axis:

•

In the educational front, we have shown how students and teachers change their ideas
on intellectual property as time goes by. Contents provided for them to reflect upon
and the proposed methodology contributed, without a doubt, to this change. The introduction of contents related to intellectual property within the educational curriculum
will help raise citizens that will act in an analyzing and responsible way when dealing
with their own creations as well as with the creations of others.

•

With regards to its academic and scientific projection, the case analysis has allowed us
to determine the scope of this change with respect to the concept of intellectual property: new research projects will have to analyze the issue in more depth.

•

With regards to its social projection, we will mention that companies and institutions
related to the creation may play a relevant role when it comes to educating responsible and competent citizens.
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This report shows that, together,
students and teachers of various
educational stages have learned
to create, contemplate and use
the works of others in a responsible manner.
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3.1 INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY AND CIVIC ENGAGEMENT

CHILDREN TODAY ARE CREATORS AND CONSUMERS
OF INFORMATION AND KNOWLEDGE WITHIN A PARTICIPATORY CULTURE

Intellectual property and civic engagement
Authorship, cultural beliefs and practices
The ways in which children and teenagers communicate and access information have changed considerably in the last few decades. The presence of new technologies has modified their practices and has turned them into creators and consumers of a
participatory culture. This situation calls for an education in a civic commitment, and, within this frame, for a new approach
to the idea of intellectual property.
The new media has brought on new ways of consuming culture actively. Youngsters are not just passive receptors of information and knowledge anymore, in addition, they can now also re-create it and make new creations. Thus, a context of participatory culture has developed, one in which all citizens become authors and users of cultural creations. Let us see what aspects contribute in determining these new practices.

•

Currently, there are numerous channels from which we can access information, mobile phones, computers, ipods,
are a good example, and immediacy is one of their characteristics. Their constant presence in our daily lives encourages
their use and may lead us to believe that the knowledge we are accessing has been born in a vacuum. Creating awareness over this information having an author is one of the biggest challenges in our aim to educate a responsible citizenship with the proper education in the management of such means.
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3.1 INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY AND CIVIC ENGAGEMENT

HOW CAN WE RESPECT THE RIGHTS OF CREATORS
THROUGH MULTIPLE MEDIA?

•

•

The use of digital technologies has also contributed to tearing down the barriers that existed between the

different means to express oneself and that are usually beyond the school grounds. For example, this phenomenon
has allowed youngsters to manipulate and transform information that others have produced and to generate new shared
creations.
This new situation raises several challenges and questions for educators, for example: How does one respect the rights of the
author when digital means allow us to access creations and knowledge generated by others through the Net? How does one
respect the legitimate right of authors without missing out on the opportunity to participate in the collective construction of
knowledge and culture? These issues have been present in the classrooms in which this experience has taken place and have
guided a proposal geared towards creating an awareness of the rights and obligations of students who surf not just through
traditional texts but also in digital universes that demand new communication practices.

In short, the development of culture and knowledge implies the search for new paths in which intellectual property rights coexist with the freedom of citizens to access intellectual creations, create and share them.

Educational scenarios as practice communities
New communication environments contribute to the appearance of communities in which experts help beginners to access
knowledge and, in many cases, they include a process of collaboration in which new knowledge is created. In this way, new
practice communities are born that not only share knowledge but also values and conducts. It is difficult to understand
knowledge as something besides the community in which it is born, since the knowledge shared by its members is what allows
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3.1 INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY AND CIVIC ENGAGEMENT

A CIVIC COMPROMISE IN A SOCIETY THAT CREATES REQUIRES THE RESPECT OF RIGHTS AND
OBLIGATIONS FROM USERS AND CREATORS

the interpretation of new knowledge. For example, let’s take one of the chat rooms on the web that discusses a certain videogame, where players share strategies, tell each other tricks, etc. It is necessary for

Civic engagement and educating about values
To understand the activity of people in their daily life it is not enough to take into account their knowledge base or, even, their
actions. Behind the latter there are reasons that usually become the force that drives their activities and that are usually associated to a universe full of values. This is where an education must lean on a civic commitment. Values guide attitudes that are
normally shared socially, although they may also be individual and a person may positively value things that have no value
for his/her fellow citizens.

When values are generated in shared social contexts they may be associated to the standards that rule life within a society.
The history of western democracies is a good example of this. To live as part of a society it is necessary to respect certain
rules that allow us to build a universe shared with the people around us. These rules are based on a shared culture and change
from one place to another depending on the values of each community. This common culture, which is currently becoming a
participatory culture, is what generates the need for a civic engagement, necessary from our infancy.
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3.RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

THIS RESEARCH IS BASED ON CASE STUDIES WHICH WE
APPROACH FROM AN ETHNOGRAPHIC PERSPECTIVE

Research methodology
This study is based on an ethnographic point of view, participating observation and case studies. Its aim is to observe and understand educational situations without missing out on the social cultural context which gives them meaning.

The use of this methodology on developmental psychology and on the analysis of means and discourses within an educational
context is not new. It began in the 70s with contributions from Sylvia Scribner, an American psychologist. She wanted to go
beyond experimental psychology.

Participating observers
We have been participating observers looking to capture the sense that people confer to their own activities. Discovering the
culture is, partly, a learning process in itself, achieved through practice. Research studies conducted from this same perspective can be observed from American authors such as Michael Cole, Gordon Wells and Barbara Rogoff. All of them have collaborated with school communities with the aim of facilitating the learning process, the development of the thinking activity and
interaction among students and more expert participants.

Data processing
From an ethnographic approach, the collection of data is a process that includes several elements that must be taken into account. For example, the theoretical model, the researcher’s perspective and his role, negotiations with participants, and development as time goes by.
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WE ARE LOOKING TO ANALYZE THE ACTIVITIES CARRIED
OUT BY TEENAGERS WITHIN THEIR DAILY CONTEXT

Collection instruments are varied. We have used classic techniques (field diary, photographs, collection of documents produced by participants) as well as digital resources both in the data collection and in its analysis (audio and video recordings,
digitalization of all recordings, analysis software).

In this type of study the procedure for interpreting data in continuous: it starts the moment the researchers reach the field and
it ends with the presentation of the research report.

Data analysis
We have used psycholinguistics, adopting certain fundamental methodological principles.
Our units of analysis are not isolated individuals but the activities organized around cultural principles that exist within a specific social and historical context, in which participants search for specific objectives that give sense to their actions.
With the aim of analyzing activity trends, we have considered contributions from each participant as well as the context in
which they took place.

The unit of analysis
The purpose of the study has been analyzed considering several reality levels:
The community. The compilation of "summaries" that integrate ethnographic narrations and descriptions has been a key instrument at this point in time.
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• Main questions
• Participants
• Social and cultural
context

• Narrative instruments

• Analytical classification
systems
• Qualitative analysis
software

• Participant
observation
• Video recordings
• Photographs
• Text documents
(blogs, summaries,
interviews)

Design

Data

Interpretation

Wording

3.RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

• Perspectives from
participants
• Web contents
• Blogs

Interpersonal relationships, analyzed through the interpretation of their discourses.
Observation of individual activities and their expression through written texts or other audiovisual documents.

Software tools
Computer software used has been the following :
NVivo, which allows to perform a text analysis by combining analytical and narrative processes. We use this program in the
second stage of the analysis to work with discourse fragments previously selected and to examine written texts (blogs, summaries, diaries, etc.).
AtlasTi, is especially useful to analyze qualitatively and quantitatively static and movement images.
Photoshop Elements, which allows organization and classification of photographic materials to complement qualitative
analysis.

In summary, these resources allow us to carry out narrative interpretations (building the phenomenon as a first step to understand it) and analytical approximations (definition of a category system) that organize information and classify the scope of
the observed phenomena.
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4.1 IDEAS IN WHICH WE LEAN

A civic
commitment
within a
multimedia
universe

The role of
creators in the
development of
culture

Intellectual
property within
the context of a
participatory
culture

Contents

Contents
There are multiple perspectives from which to approach an education that encourages respect for intellectual property. The
ones we offer are complementary and help in becoming progressively more familiar with a concept which is usually too abstract and difficult for children and teenagers.

Three didactic units organize the information with which teachers may work in the classrooms when they seek an education
that promotes one’s own creation from the respect for what others have created. To be able to explain the issue in more depth
we have included different core divisions in each of these units .

Contents proposed are not lineal. The perspective adopted by the teacher will probably lead him or her to consider a specific
didactic unit as starting his or her point, and he or she may take it from there onto the next units.
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2.

Search for
information

1.

Define
the topic

4.

Publish

3.

Contribute
with
something
new

Working in the classroom

Working in the classroom
We have looked for an active and participatory teaching that encourages dialogue, reflection and responsible practices in the
classroom. The path to follow is always the same. Our work method is very similar to the one followed by a writer, film director, videogame programmer or scientist.

Determine the issue at stake, generate questions, define a problem
Dialogue is a key factor at first, and other resources may be sought to generate questions or determine the issue at stake.

Look for information
Once the issue has been determined we can search for what other people have thought about it because no creation is totally
original. This information is critically analyzed, being compared to other people’s opinions and always keeping in mind that
comparing is far from copying or plagiarizing.

Responding with one’s own creation
The moment has come to face a blank page, a camera or a computer screen. This is the most interesting moment and when
one really discovers the importance of one’s own work being respected. A creation may be individual or collective, everyone in
the same room or communicating through the Internet.
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4.1 IDEAS IN WHICH WE LEAN

Experiences

Publishing and sharing
Once the author or authors have created their work, it is essential to share it with others within an environment of respect for
one’s own rights and the rights of other people.

Organizing the classrooms, our experiences
We wanted students, as users or creators, to learn to value and respect intellectual creations.
However, no educational materials are really valid until they are applied in the classrooms and they become something real
when students and teachers work with them. The same ideas may be re-visited in many different ways. In each of the experiences carried out in educational centers from the Principality of Asturias we observe differences among the groups that show
how the same contents can be worked in different ways and how they have been adapted to the age groups and interests of
students.

“To the stage”. We perform a theatre play.
In this case, a group of children in Primary Education discovered, by observing their closest environment, the things they liked
and what they enjoyed everyday, a book, a television series or their own drawings. Together, through a theatre play, they
discussed and learned that all things have been thought and created by someone and that broadcasting them is what allows us
to enjoy them.
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“I KNEW WHAT INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY WAS BUT IT WAS
AN ISSUE WHICH I DIDN´T DEAL WITH VERY WELL, FIRSTLY
BECAUSE YOU DON´T KNOW WHAT YOU ARE SUPPOSED TO
DO, I DIDN´T REALLY DOMINATE THE CONCEPT, SO YOU
DON´T KNOW HOW TO APPROACH THE ISSUE ” INTERVIEW
WITH A TEACHER.

Experiences

“Rights reserved”. The company’s intellectual property
Young European Company is one of the optional courses offered within the Mandatory Secondary Education Cycle in the Principality of Asturias. In all 4 centers that participated in the pilot program they developed workshops where they studied the concept of intellectual property within the context of a company. The aim was to work on a civic commitment in order to learn to
respect and be respected.

“Camera and action”. We share our video on the Net
Two Bachillerato audiovisual communication teachers decided to incorporate to their syllabus some contents related to intellectual property rights. Their aim was for their students, teenagers between the ages of 16 and 18, to become aware of the creative processes when they were the authors and the rights and obligations that, as authors, they were required to observe when
wanting to share their creations.
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4.2 CURRICULUM CONTENTS

WE WANTED STUDENTS TO UNDERSTAND THE MEANING OF
INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY FROM A DOUBLE POINT OF VIEW: ON
THE ONE HAND FROM THE POINT OF VIEW OF THOSE WHO
PRODUCE “CULTURAL” WORKS, AS VARIED AS THEY MAY BE,
AND, ON THE OTHER FROM THOSE WHO “USE OR CONTEMPLATE” THEM.

Proposed contents have been distributed within three core divisions, all of them intimately related.
They have been developed in depth in the project’s web page. Knowing that it is overly simplified, we
could summarize them as follows:
1. What does “create” mean? We refer to a complex and tedious process, difficult to understand without the joint presence
of creator and spectator, he who gives purpose to the created work.

2. We live in a society in which we have to learn and teach how to respect and be respected. Concepts such as moral law,
standard or right will be reflected upon in the classrooms through the debate of the proposed contents.

3. What does respecting your own creations as well as those of others mean within the context of a participatory culture, in
which the spectator, the user, often transforms the original creation?
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DIDACTIC UNIT

THEME DIVISIONS

SUB-DIVISIONS

The Role of creators
in the development of
culture

N1 – The creative process

S1- To create in today´s society
S2- The author and his creations
S3 – Learning to create

N2- Cultural creations: authors and co-authors

S1- The author and his rights in the 21st Century
S2 – Who is the author?
S3 – Authorship in cultural productions
S4 - What is an original work?

N3- Authors and spectators before the created
work

DIDACTIC UNIT 2
A civic commitment
within a multimedia
universe

S1 – The author and the spectator
S2 – To educate in the respect for the author and his work

DIVISIONS

S3 – Answers and attitudes towards what others have created
SUBDIVISIONS

N1 – Civic commitment and Intellectual Property

S1- Respect and be respected
S2 – Values and attitudes
S3- Intellectual Property, its challenges and limitations

N2- A framework of co-existence to create

S1- Authorship of an original work
S2- Respect for a work and its broadcasting
S3- Creators and users before Intellectual Property
S4- Diversity in creations

DIDACTIC UNIT 3

DIVISIONS

SUBDIVISIONS

Intellectual property
within the context of
a participatory culture

N1 – Citizens as “consumers” and "producers" of
knowledge

S1- New media and Access to knowledge

N2- To share knowledge and culture within a digital universe

S2- New ways of creation for a new citizenship
S3- Authorship and the right to truthful and authentic information
S1- Multimedia works as the subject of Intellectual Property
S2-Moral rights over a creation in digital support
S3- Patrimonial rights over digital creations

N3- Broadcasting of the intellectual creation
through the net

S1- The creation of a multimedia work and Intellectual
Property
S2- Free Access to knowledge and Intellectual Property

Didactic Unit 1. The role of creators in the development of culture
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Didactic Unit 2. A Civic Commitment within a multimedia universe
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Didactic Unit 3. Intellectual property within the context of a participatory culture
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5.1 LOOKING FOR A DEFINITION

Looking for a definition
One of the things teachers tend to do is to want to teach everything, thinking that students know nothing at all. Moreover, sometimes on the first day
of classes we start to explain the syllabus for the term and forget that the
students also have a lot to tell. In the case of our workshops we wanted to
avoid both risks. The students in Bachillerato and those in Secondary Education answered a brief written questionnaire. Analyzing these answers will
help us to discover how the youngsters that took part in the project understand the concept of intellectual property. This will be seen through the
pages that follow. We learned about the ideas that the younger students
had, the ones in 4th grade of Primary Education, little by little, through their
dialogues with the teacher or the researchers.

A brief questionnaire
Who answered?
Fifty students participated in the experience. Two groups of 17 students were taking Audiovisual Communication as part of their Bachillerato class load. Also participating were 16 students enrolled in the course “Entrepreneurs” within the Secondary Education Cycle. The
difficulty we envisioned when explaining the concept of intellectual property among the
youngest participants, Primary Education students, made us decide not to present them with
written questions at this stage.

What were the questions?
We would like to highlight two questions. They were answered freely and in writing. The first
one was the same for everyone
What does intellectual property mean for you?
The second one was formulated differently for Secondary Education and Bachillerato students.
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When students arrive to the
classroom they already have
their own ideas on the meaning
of intellectual property

5.1 LOOKING FOR A DEFINITION

Of the materials used or created during this course about the subject of Audiovisual Communication and Multimedia, do you think any of them could be subject to intellectual property
rights? Justify your answer (Bachillerato)
What implications do you think intellectual property may have for the cooperatives you are
developing within the course of Young European Company? (Secondary Education)

Teachers have to learn about
their students´ pre-conceived
ideas in order to be able to build
something together

Tracking the concept
Analyzing the responses through the software program NVivo has allowed us to define, by
induction, a category system. A detailed description of all the categories, with their corresponding examples, can be found in the annex to this report. They were grouped into four
core divisions.

•

Information and content: references to the contents of the creation. They are usually related to information and knowledge.

•

Legality: Directly or indirectly they refer to the law. This infers an awareness of the
existence of certain rules that regulate intellectual property and have an influence in
society.

•

Personal, social and cultural environment: It refers to the context that surrounds
a creation which may be subject to intellectual property.

•

Authorship: Reference to the figure of the author as someone who has produced a
scientific, literary or artistic work.

These core divisions, which include a great variety of answers, allowed us to have a first perspective on the meaning given by teenager participants to the concept of intellectual property. The frequency of the responses, expressed as a percentage, with respect to the total in
each of the student groups from Bachillerato and Secondary Education can be seen in figure
1.
We immediately observe that there are differences among the groups. In both cases the
workshop on intellectual property was included within an optional course of the official curriculum,
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Figure 1. Understanding the concept of intellectual property

5.1 LOOKING FOR A DEFINITION

which probably helps to explain these differences. Students taking “Entrepreneurs” place a
stronger weight (63.16%) on answers related to the contents of the creation vs. a 32.50%
from “Communication” students. In contrast, the latter are the ones that most often associate the idea of legality (18.33% vs. 7.02%) or authorship (27.5 % vs. 10,53 %) with the
concept of intellectual property. Finally, we see that there are no significant differences when
it is a matter of relating intellectual property with the personal, social and cultural environment of the creator or the created work.

Most frequent errors
There are two specific types of errors among those grouped into the contents of the creation:
on the one hand the wrong ideas or misconceptions and, on the other, those answers that
refer to the immaterial dimension of knowledge. Let’s analyze Figure 2.
The most frequent errors stand out. Let us see some examples:
What does intellectual property mean for you?

40,00
35,00
30,00
25,00
20,00
15,00
10,00
5,00
0,00
Communication
Entrepreneurs

Immaterial
5,63

Errors
30,99

25,58

37,21

Figure 2. Intellectual property and knowledge contents

I think it means that someone has his or her own ideas. (Example - Questionnaire 1. 03)
The intellectual capacity of each individual. (Bachillerato 2. 03 25 08 Questionnaire 1. 1.)
Characteristic that we have to innovate and create. (Bachillerato 1. 03 25 08 pre-test)

In these cases, errors are related to considering the legal concept of intellectual property as
a mental capacity, other types of human capabilities or, simply, the ownership of something
immaterial without considering any other social or legal dimension of the concept. In other
occasions they stress not the thinking capability so much as the having one’s own ideas.

The legal frame
It is worth highlighting two aspects when someone refers to the legality of the issue. Let’s
analyze Figure 3. The first one refers to an association with financial aspects (15.49% in
“Communication” and 11.63% in “Entrepreneurs”). Let’s see an example of this reference:
Intellectual property is an attempt of protection for the authors of protected contents. It intends for your creations to be only yours, and for no one, except yourself and those who you
authorize, to be able to take financial advantage of them (Bachillerato 2. 03 25 08 Questionnaire 1.)
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16,00
14,00
12,00
10,00
8,00
6,00
4,00
2,00
0,00
Communication

Economic benefit
15,49

Legal context
12,68

Entrepreneurs

11,63

11,63

Figure 3. . Intellectual property and legal frame
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The context in which youngsters
live, their daily lives, their studies, influences their way of
thinking and, in particular, their
concept of intellectual property

Secondly, the act of referring to the legal frame when talking about intellectual property does
not mean that the teenager participants in the study have a clear idea of what intellectual
property is before they start the workshops. Let’s see some examples once again.
What does intellectual property mean for you?
It is a law that is enforced so there is no plagiarism in music, documents , etc. (Bachillerato
1. 03 25 08 Questionnaire 1.1)
For example, intellectual property is Microsoft, which is Bill Gates´s intellectual property. It is
something that is not material, an idea, with rights and legitimacy. (Example - Questionnaire 1.
10)
The right over ideas. For example, if they are patented so that no one copies them. (Example Questionnaire 1. 10)

Ideas from teenagers are, again, too general and even fragmented, since they establish no
relationship between several aspects of the concept. Maybe, they are influenced by advertising that does not really contribute to their understanding of the issue and, instead, overly
simplifies it.

The importance of the creator

20,00
18,00
16,00
14,00

As observed in Figure 4, students from Bachillerato taking the course “Audiovisual Communication” have an clearer awareness of the author (19.72 %) than their colleagues in Secondary Education taking “Entrepreneurs” (9.30%). The same is true in the case of references
to users copying or plagiarizing the created work (15.49 “Audiovisual Communication”; 4.65
% “Entrepreneurs”).
Lets see some examples to better understand these differences.
Of the materials used or created during this course within the subject of Audiovisual Communication and Multimedia, do you think any of them could be subject to intellectual property
rights? Justify your answer.
Yes. For example the work I did for the webpage, because I invented it and it is part of my work
and my ideas, so I own it (Bachillerato 2. 03 25 08 Questionnaire 1. 1.)
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12,00
10,00
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6,00
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Authors Creator
19,72

Copy User
15,49
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4,65

Figure 4. The place of the creator within the concept of IP
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What implications do you think intellectual property may have for the cooperatives you are
developing within the course of “Young European Company”?
The fact that we have an idea for our cooperative and this is what makes it different from the
others. (Example -Questionnaire 1. 05)

As we can see, it is probable that the results of their own work carried out in “Audiovisual
Communication” class constitute a clearer external reference, a product that may be subject
to intellectual property. Something similar may happen with the concept of copying in relation with his or her own work, we can again refer to an opinion that has been mentioned previously.
What does intellectual property mean for you?
It is a law that is enforced so there is no plagiarism in music, documents , etc. (Bachillerato
1. 03 25 08 Questionnaire 1.1)

In this example the student is aware of the fact that other people’s work is not always respected.
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Re-organizing students preconceived ideas and expanding
their information on the concept
of intellectual property is the
teacher’s job

5.3.
What did teachers
think?
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5. 2. WHAT DID TEACHERS THINK?

ONE OF THE FIRST CONCERNS TEACHERS HAD WAS
TO RELATE THE CONTENTS ON INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY WITH THE OFFICIAL CURRICULUM

What did teachers think?
Learning what teachers thought about intellectual property was one of the tasks of the research team throughout the project.
We will now show how the way in which they approached the subject changed as the year progressed. We will closely follow
the opinions of one of the participating teachers in Secondary Education. In this center the issue of intellectual property was
included within the course “Young European Company”. In it, students carry out a complete business plan during the school
year, and they create, manage and dissolve a real cooperative with which they trade products with students from other international centers.
Our data comes from two interviews carried out with the training team that implemented the experience in the classroom, in
collaboration with the teacher from the educational center and the University team. Interviews were carried out in two key moments within the project’s development process: the first one, during the preparation stage, previous to the work in the classroom (March 5th); the second, during the time comprised between the first and second classroom session (April 16th).
During the whole process, the training team, teachers and researchers worked together in the design of the workshop on intellectual property and the activities to be developed in the classroom during the practical work session, both described in the
introduction to the experience contained in this report.

Before participating in the project
The first concern shown by teachers was to adapt the issue of intellectual property to the official contents of the course they
were teaching:
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THE TEACHERS SLOWLY NOTICED THAT STUDENTS
CAME TO THE CLASSROOM WITH PRECONCEIVED
IDEAS ON THE ISSUE

At the beginning..., what was possible... was for it to all revolve around the topic of a corporate logo and corporate identity, right?...
So, then we would have see how to start, at the beginning, to talk a little about the creative process and the figure of the creator,
maybe we would touch upon that. And then we would go fully into what would be the creation that they were going to do themselves
and which they would have to defend. And we would talk about the topic of corporate identity. Then, once they have designed a
logo, and... they have chosen a typography, colours, they will write a corporate identity handbook, they are doing to design a web
page... Well, once they have all that, how should they manage that creation in compliance with the author´s rights? Once they have
the creation, what do they have to do with it?
Interview with the training team. March 5th

We see how they explain the way in which they believe the contents could be integrated within the curricular context of the
course “Young European Company””. Concepts such as creative process, creators and users, author´s rights, have meaning
for them within the context of the creation of the logo that defines the corporate identity (‘it would all revolve around the topic
of a company logo and corporate identity’). In this way, once those contents have been worked and they have experienced the
significance of the different concepts, the objective turns to students being able to reflect upon these issues (‘once they have
all that, how should they manage that creation in compliance with the author´s rights? Once they have the creation, what do
they have to do with it?’).

Working in the classroom
When the topic starts to be worked with in the classroom, teachers become aware that students bring their own pre-conceived
ideas regarding the issue. The teacher, once the first session has been held, assumed the challenge of working with certain
contents that in some cases were far from the students concerns:
‘Ok, so the most basic concepts, such as explaining what a work was, or an author, up to that it was mostly using the definitions, that
was fine. Because we did it a bit like a game, right? Give definitions and for them to, like, try to guess them in two groups, to see
who would win sort of speak. Then, well, that seemed ok. Other definitions were as if it was the first time they had heard them, so, I
would say
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TEACHERS ASSESSED THE NEED TO ADAPT CONTENTS PROPOSED AND THE WAY IN WHICH THEY
WOULD BE PRESENTED TO THE STUDENTS AGES AND
NEEDS

'ok, this one is difficult, let’s see...'. And, for example, they had a really hard time identifying issues like who was the user, the spectator…those types of questions, they found it difficult’.
Interview with the training team. April 16th

When we started to work the concepts with the students, we faced two situations: a) concepts that the students know, although in some cases they don’t associate them directly with intellectual property (‘more basic concepts’; ‘ what was a work, or
what was an author); b), concepts that are practically unknown to them (‘Others were as if it was the first time they heard
them; ‘they had a really hard time identifying issues like who was the user, the spectator…those types of questions, they found
it difficult’).
The teacher starts to ask himself the depth with which he should discuss topics, what would be the best way to introduce them
in the classroom and whether, in reality, it would be possible to adapt them to different educational levels, although regarding
this he recognizes the relevance of his role as mediator:
‘Now, for example, for students who want to investigate directly, for me it is a little... intense. Intense because even I got lost sometimes in the contents and blocks, I had to read the actual content block twice, with the three sections, each section with contents... I
read it several times because the first time it is just an approximation to the topic, and then you focus concepts and you say well 'this
I can use here, this...' and you somewhat structure what you want to say based on the information’.
Interview with the training team. March 5th

Some contexts are very heavy and complex. The teacher must adapt them to make them more accessible for his students and
this requires a previous analysis.
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THE PROJECT´S WEB PAGE SERVED AS GOOD SUPPORT TO ORGANIZE THE CLASS, PLAN THE WORK AND
SEARCH FOR INFORMATION ON INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY

Analysis of the teaching materials and their possibilities of use
We will now see what the teachers are concerned about when they must adapt the proposed materials to their classroom
needs.

Knowing the concepts
Firstly, teachers admit that they personally have to have a deep understanding of the key concepts that will be worked in the
project. They analyzed the contents of the webpage and discussed several aspects of the materials provided that they had
found useful:
‘So, the web that you provided was very useful because at a content level I could get a lot of information, right? … it’s a way to have it
all together in one place. So, for teachers I think it is a good guide to know what aspects to touch upon’ Interview with the training
team. April 16th

Thus, by being an issue that, in many cases, is approached for the first time, the existence of materials that, in their words,
may be seen as ‘a way to have it all together in one place’, a ‘guide’ to know ‘what aspects to touch upon´, becomes a reference point.
However, for them it is not the only source of information, and the way in which they use it may offer multiple possibilities depending on the context to which the contents need to be adapted:
‘Then, also I investigated on the Internet and things like that to complete a little and have a wider vision. For the teacher I think it ca
be a good users guide. In fact, you tell us it isn’t necessary to do it since “A, B, C and D” as you structure it, but it is, it is a matter of
reading it and extracting those sections that you might consider are better adapted to your needs.’ Interview with the training team.
April 16th

We see how the teacher looks for ‘points of view´ and a personal and contextualized way of using them, when he says his idea
consists on ‘extracting those sections that you might consider are better adapted to your needs’ for the course and the specific
situation, and not to simply convey contents to the classroom just as they are shown on the webpage.
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Some examples

A teacher with a critical approach
As we have just shown, teachers take the time to approach the contents with a critical spirit, looking to connect them with a
reality that is closer to the students:
‘Then the idea we thought could better reflect this was to start with a workshop at a sort of a game level, with certain definitions, so
that they could see whether they were familiar with any term related to the issue of intellectual property, such as author, creation,
work, IP law, author´s rights... like that, four names´. Interview with the training team. April 16th

In this way, they intended to start at the students´ preconceived ideas and, from there, to have them acquire other new, more
meaningful, ones. In addition, what he previously wanted to do, adapt them to the specific course taught, he now seems to
have achieved:
‘And from there what we intended was to link this whole creation topic to what they are more used to seeing in the course named
“Young European Company”, which includes everything related to issues of corporate image, logos and such´. Interview with the
training team. April 16th

Thus, once the theory had been introduced, the teachers´aim was always to connect these concepts with what had been studied in class, in this case during the course “Young European Company”’.

The importance of examples
In order to connect the project’s key concepts with the course, teachers used several examples related to the cooperative that
had been created by the students and with other student cooperatives from other centers and other classes.
Some of these examples were references taken from the website:
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THE AIM OF TEACHERS WAS FOR STUDENTS TO
ADOPT A CIVIC ENGAGEMENT REGARDING THEIR
OWN CREATIONS AND THE CREATIONS OF OTHERS

‘I did find examples quite accessible and quite clear, because sometimes what happens is that we get lost in definitions and in theoretical contents and: ' yes, but, how do I put this into practice?... Then, well, with the examples you gave us rearding the topic of
films, and books, and a little with the websites and such, it all became a little clearer. (…) I did find that very clear, and that I could
extract some examples and some type of activity to propose to students’. Interview with the training team. April 16th

We see how teachers look for references that may help them to understand the concepts to adapt them to the curricular context (‘I found them quite accessible and quite clear), especially if they are looking for a strong connection between the theory
and the practice (‘sometimes what happens is that we get lost in definitions' ´but, how do I put this into practice?...). examples become their starting points to slowly dig deeper into the issue (‘I could extract some examples and some type of activity
to propose to students’).

What did we accomplish?
To bring our analysis to a close, it is important to refer to the way in which they thought about their own objectives and had
they had progressively accomplished them:
‘And for them to be, you know, more responsible and with a engagement in the use they give well, pretty much…to all creations.´ (…)
‘That we would have probably used any type of image, photo, film…without thinking if it was allowed or not…as anyone else that has
not studied the issue. And from now on, they can keep on doing it but at least they will know, “you know, I think this, err ,” ... “is
done correctly” or “it should be done like this” or “or it should be done this other way” (…) More than theoretical knowledge, I do think
we create some awareness for a responsible use on the future... I think that, this looks a little into our job as educators´. We try to
link this part, but always relating it to something that they would see had to do with the course in which they had enrolled´. Interview
with the training team. 16th of April

If we analyze their statement, we wonder: What was their objective for students? Mainly for the knowledge they acquired to be
practical (‘And for them to be, you know, more responsible and with a commitment in the use they give well, pretty much…to
all creations´)
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so that they become more conscientious in their dealings with intellectual property (‘create some awareness for a responsible
use on the future´’). But all this has to have a place within the context of the contents of the course in which they have enrolled (‘something that they would see had to do with the course in which they had enrolled’).
The teacher’s reflection is centered on two main topics: becoming aware of the role of intellectual property at a social level and
the expectation of generating a reflection among students, more than just transmitting specific contents:
What we intended most of all was for them to have some kind of awareness, some knowledge of what intellectual property is and
what use can be made of it. That is to say that when it comes to performing an activity, (…) for them to be aware of whether that use
is actually legal or not; if, for example, they quote an author when doing a project, or if when they download a film they know
whether they are doing it right or not. Without really going into what can and cannot be done, but just creating an awareness of
something that is legally well done or not. (…) Especially because, from now on, in a couple of years they can really become creators,
with the blogs, webs... for them to know how to link it’ Interview with the training team. 16th April

Let’s see how the teacher tells us that he does not intend to “indoctrinate” students about what should be done in relation to
creations, but only to create an awareness for mutual respect between creators and users (‘for them to have some kind of
awareness, some knowledge of what intellectual property is and what use can be made of it), being, furthermore, aware that in
a near future students will not only experience the creative process from the user’s perspective, but from the creator’s one as
well.

An example of how the teacher has dug deeper into the concept through personal reflection is the way in which he expresses his concerns and
thoughts on the contents and examples from the point of view of the intellectual and creative dimension, and not just the financial dimension,
inherent to the concept of intellectual property.

The questions the teacher asks himself when it comes to working the concept of intellectual property in the classroom are centered on two main issues: becoming aware of the role of intellectual property at a social level and the expectation of generating a reflection among students, more than just transmitting specific contents.
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5.3 INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY IN PRIMARY EDUCATION

Intellectual property in Primary Education
Exploring the concept
Bringing the issue of intellectual property closer to students in Primary Education is a complex task because it is an excessively abstract concept for 10 year-old children. At this point
of the person’s development it is easier to think about a specific situation. With all this in
mind, the teacher designed a series of activities that were carried out from December to
March during the tutoring sessions.

Our data
The data we now present were collected during the last three sessions held in April. During
this period, researchers provided support to the teacher and were direct observers of the
process. During these sessions we wanted children to tell us what they had done with the
teacher in the classroom with the aim of being able to perceive and analyze the knowledge
and attitudes acquired after having carried out the activities.
As observed in figure 2, activities in this last stage of the experience were different in each of
the sessions:

•

•

Figure 1. Moments during the experience

In the first session children showed researchers their creations and they told

them what they had been working on and how they had done so.

•

•

The second session was carried out in the theatre in Felguera were children per-

formed the theatre play that they had been rehearsing with the teacher and they
showed their creations to the audience.

•

•

The third session took place the day following the celebration of intellectual

property day. For two hours, children commented what had happened the day before
and reflected over what, in general terms, they had learned throughout the year regarding the topic of intellectual property.
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Figure 2. Sessions in which the researchers participated
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How do we analyze them?
Much the same as in the other two experiences, Secondary Education and Bachillerato, we
will take as reference for the analysis of dialogues the groups of categories established and
that we review in the following figure 3.
As we will see in the examples that follow, the process of bringing the issue of intellectual
property closer to the children was developed in 3 steps. At the beginning it was understood
as a concept related to the creative process where there is a key person who is the author;
slowly they realized about the importance of the spectator or user, adopting an attitude of
respect towards the creations. The examples that follow show the process whereby the
youngest kids became aware, and how adults have worked in the classroom to make such an
abstract concept have meaning for the children.

Progress in children
Users and creators?
The teacher and the children start to work from the author’s and user’s perspective through
the analysis of already made creations and their own creations. In the examples that follow
we see how the first thing the younger students refer to is their own creations when asked
about the work developed with the teacher on the topic of intellectual property.
I made a robot
Session 10.04.08
Resrch: What have you been doing with the teacher until now, tell us
Student: I made a robot
Resrch: You made a robot? How?
Student: I did it with recyclable materials, to keep things
Resrch: I see, to keep things, and how did you think of that idea? Did someone else do a similar
robot?
Students: No
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Figure 3. Analysis categories
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Resrch: You were the only one that had that idea? So, you were the inventor, right? You invented
a robot to keep things and, what’s more, how lovely that you made it with recyclable materials.
The author, the one who signs under the robot, it has to be only you, right? Did someone else
help you?
Student: No I did it on my own
Resrch: On your own, so he is the only owner of this idea, which is quite difficult, being the
owner of an idea is complicated because one has to think a lot for that. How long did it take you
to do it?
Student: Around two days
Resrch: Imagine the amount of time that an author, an inventor or your classmate dedicates to
making something new, something that he has thought of."

As we can see, children focus on the material aspect, I made a robot with recyclable materials. The first thing he tells is what was his creation and how he accomplished it. At this point
the researcher specifically introduces the idea of “immaterial”; it is a matter of going from the
material to the immaterial, from the idea of inventor to creator, from industrial property to
intellectual property, for children to become aware of it. The importance of having an idea is
stressed. Furthermore, the researcher introduces the concept of authorship, individual or
shared, and points out the difficulty of the process of creating with the aim of children becoming aware of its importance and to value and respect it.
I made a painting
Session10.04.08
Resrch: What did you do
Student: I did a work with watercolours at home where I had some free time and I did them,
and I have them stored in a cupboard
Resrch: Wow, that’s wonderful
Student: And a work with Chinese ink
Resrch: So you did some paintings
Student: Yes
Resrch: Do you know any other author-painter?
Student: Picasso
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Resrch: Picasso and I have just met another one, Elsa. Elsa is also an author-painter, right? She
painted two works, she has told us, with watercolours and another one with Chinese ink. How
long did it take you?
(…)
Resrch: And how did you think of that idea?

They could only come closer to
the concept of intellectual property through examples related to
the material world.

Student: "I was inspired by a scenery from a town I visited on my Easter holidays."

In this second example we can see a greater level of abstraction. Children refer to the artistic expression as a creation, a work with watercolours. They go beyond the material aspect
in itself, such as the robot, an invention, to consider a painter author or a work of art.
Moreover, as the dialogue with the adult progresses, the girl mentions a key moment in the
process of creation that was not present in the previous example, inspiration. It is an indirect way of making what is immaterial present, ideas don’t just appear, the author has to be
inspired by something to start creating.
From this idea of inspiration, the researcher continues to work with the students some of the
concepts regarding intellectual property, focusing all his interest on how difficult it is to create an original work. It is at this point when he introduces the concept of a copy, when
asking them if someone has ever seen a classmate copying in class, and a students swiftly
raises his hand and proceeds to explain what happened in class once.
Teacher: He copied me
Sesión10.04.08
Student: We are doing a play that is based on piracy which is titled No pirate, no accomplice, no
victim. So we did a book contest and the teacher read Zulema´s book but instead of saying
Zulema´s name he said Elsa’s name, but Elsa had not written that book so he did it to see what
Zulema would say
Another student: To mislead
Asier: For us to see how one copies, how piracy is done
Resrch: Very good, that is the vision of the spectator that saw the event happen."

As observed in the example, the student related the content of the play’s script with what
had happened in class. This experience was very enriching, because at some point in time
we have all said those words, Teacher he copied me.
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It was a clear example of how children are capable of reaching certain levels of abstraction
when adults take their closest context as the staring point. From this experience and as seen
in the following example, students faced concepts related to intellectual property from another
perspective.
What do we mean by piracy?
Session10.04.08_
Resrch: So, the day the teacher did the book thing, did you understand what piracy is?
Students: Yes
Resrch: Ok, so, who would like to tell me what it is?
Student: It’s an unlawful act which consists on reproducing a work without the author’s consent.
Resrch: Fantastic, that is, at least, the definition of an expert
Students: Of course, it is said in the play"

During the experience, children had worked on the play script with the teacher and they had
understood the concepts that appeared in it. The previous example shows us how a girl had
perfectly memorized the definition she had to say.

The theatre performance
Preparing the play was the most attractive activity for children and their teacher. Not only did
they perform it but also, during several sessions, they worked on the sets, wardrobe, script
adaptation, etc. This awakened in the class a true feeling of authorship as seen in the following
example:
Who does the authorship of the play we have performed belong to?
Session10.04.08
Resrch: So that comes up in the play, you’ve told me, in what play?
Students: In ours
Student: Well, it’s not ours
Resrch: Sara, please tell us why that play is not ours
Sara: Because Fernando (the teacher) asked the author for permission to be able to perform it
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Resrch: He asked the author for permission to be able to perform it
Student: And we didn’t do it
Resrch: So we have not written that story (...) we haven’t written it ourselves
Students: No

We can see the change process that took place. Children start to claim authorship but, as
the dialogue with the adult develops, they specify the relationship existent between them and
the play they were going to perform. It is interesting to see how children specify that the
teacher has asked for the author’s permission to be able to perform the play. Indirectly, as users, they are showing an attitude of respect towards the author´s rights. The perspective is
changing, at the beginning all their commentaries are focused on the author but, slowly, they
are able to take the user’s perspective adopting an attitude in which the rights and obligations
of both are present. This dual situation between what they could call direct and indirect authorship helps children to become aware of the situation and see how they could work with a creation that had been done by other people while respecting the author´s rights.
It is clear that the theatre performance was a important moment of the experience,
since it not only allowed children to learn about some of the concepts related to intellectual
property in a fun way but they also had the opportunity of becoming writers of the script and
creators of the set and wardrobe, without ever being disrespectful to the author that created the
original play.
Based on this situation and since children had performed the play the day before, we were interested in knowing what they thought now, which is why we started the conversation again the
day after in class.
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What’s the moral of the story?
Session30.04.08
Resrch: What was the moral?
Student: That you can’t be a pirate
Resrch: That you can’t be a pirate but, what does it mean being a pirate?
(…)
Alumna: Stealing someone’s creations
Resrch: That’s what we mustn’t do, Steal someone’s creations (…)
Student: Observe the rights
Resrch: What?
Student: Observe the rights
Resrch: Observe whose rights?
Student: The author’s
Resrch: Did we observe them yesterday in the play we watched?
Students: Yes
Resrch: You think we did, why?
Student: Because Fernando asked the author for permission

After this dialogue, by small groups they wrote about what would have to be done if other classmates wanted to perform a theatre play of which they were not the authors. As can be observed
in the second image, the issue of the author’s authorship is something they have learned and
which they decide to convey to their audience in order to generate an attitude of respect towards
the rights of the author.

What have we learned?
Once the activity was completed, the researcher wants to make the children think about what
they had learned during the past few months regarding intellectual property. When she asks
them, she gets three types of answers that we have grouped according to the figure shown in
the following page.
Their conclusions
As we can see in the following examples, the main conclusions given by children when asked by
the researcher were directly related to the play’s plot .
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We can’t steal or copy someone else’s ideas
Session.30.04.08
Resrch: Let’s see, Javier, what have we learned these past few months.

Student: That we can’t pirate, we shouldn’t steal or copy someone else’s ideas without their consent

This example shows how one of the objectives that the adults had aimed for at the beginning of
the experience had been accomplished. Students don´t just talk about material creations
anymore, they also focus on the value of immaterial issues, ideas. And as illustrated by
the following example, students are aware of the fact that they can all participate in a creative
process.
We can all create something
Session 30.04.08
Resrch: Very good idea, we can’t steal or copy other people’s ideas. Always, as we have done with
the play, we have to ask for authorization. Very good. What else have we learned?
Student: That we can all create something

When this point is reached, we see that there has been a significant change in the students
'way of thinking in contrast with the beginning of the workshop. If we remember, at the start,
students hardly knew what intellectual property meant and at the end of the experience they
are aware of the importance of the creative process and able to value and respect it.
What have you learned? Children’s answers

Questions
The fact of knowing and having information regarding an issue raises questions about it in any
person. In this case, students also posed different situations related to the issue that they were
curious about.

Resrch: very good, all those answers are similar; find out if the author left as inheritance his author´s rights to his family, his children... we have to ask permission for those rights to the heir
during a specific amount of time; after that time, the play is freed (...).
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This example is proof of the level acquired by the children. They have seen themselves in a
situation in which the author is alive and has given them permission, but they wonder what
would happen if the author was not alive: Are author´s rights still valid? Who do they belong
to? These and other questions were raised during the discussion with the children based on
their reflection over what had taken place in this experience. We shouldn’t be accomplices
Session30.04.08 Resrch: What else have we learned or do you have any other questions?
Student: Also that we shouldn’t be accomplices
Resrch: ah, brilliant, we almost forgot about that, and what does it mean to be an accomplice?
Student: That we don’t have to copy anyone
Resrch: Let’s see if someone can define that idea further
Student: If, for example, you copy something and you tell someone else, for example if I copy a
theatre play and Álvaro knows that I copied it, the accomplice is Álvaro. (…)
Resrch: and when would someone be an accomplice
Student: when you buy it
Resrch: When you buy it you are an accomplice because you are encouraging it to go on
Student: But you are also a victim
Resrch: very good, that’s right, we are also victims because when we get home and put the film
into the VDV player we can’t hear anything, they speak a language that we don’t understand,
you can’t see it very clearly, you are also a victim, correct

The children’s words are an example of the attitude of respect and understanding that they
have achieved. At the beginning they were only capable of taking the author’s perspective,
but at the end of the experience they cannot only take the user’s point of view, who becomes
a victim as seen in the prior example, but also that of the person that, knowing that these
practices exists, allows and supports them.
Comments
We initiated the data analysis by commenting on the importance of starting from a context
that the children were familiar with to work abstract issues such as intellectual property. In
the example that follows, we see how children are clear on the information, they have applied
it to daily situations and are able to reflect over the implications.
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In YouTube you need to be the author or have an authorization to publish your work
Session.30.04.08
Student: In Youtube you can upload videos from programs but you need an authorization to
upload them and it says that if it is done by you, you can load it and if it is not yours and you
have no authorisation, don’t load it
Resrch: And why do you think it says that? If it is done by you, you can upload it, why?
Student: Because it is my creation

As we can see through the examples above, children have taken their own experience and
have become aware of what the concept of intellectual property means, to end up raising
queries and contributing with their own commentaries, as in the last example, of the how issue on intellectual property also affects them directly, it is not only authors that need to protect their works, but users also need to learn to use them with respect.
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Teaching strategies in Bachillerato
We will now see how the issue intellectual property was presented in the
class at Bachillerato level. We will see it from the teacher’s point of view.
We will explore it through multiple data extracted from interviews, the
analysis of the course syllabus and the summaries she elaborated and her
blog entries.

What’s our starting point?
At the start of the project, researchers and teacher worked together to decide how to present the concept of intellectual property in the classroom. The experience was structured in
three moments that highlight the role that the teacher would play in the classroom. Los
Ya , el
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•

Students, with the teacher’s help and the resources provided, will begin to understand
the concepts that explain and define intellectual property in a general and wide sense.

•

Then they will be given the possibility of deepening this first vision, by exploring different perspectives and ways of seeing and interpreting intellectual property.

•

Finally, they will be offered a more active participation, giving them the opportunity to
create, produce and publish their own works. This possibility encouraged reflection
and critical commitment from students who were personally experimenting problems
related to intellectual property and author´s rights.

How do we do it?
“We start at the idea that students must be the real main characters of the learning process. A
learning process that takes off not just from conceptual objectives but rather from values and
attitudes, from contrasting ideas and integrating those values within their own life universe. For
this, the students will become the main actors of the different activities proposed: searching for
information, playing roles, audiovisual producers, publishers and distributors of the final result” (written by the teacher in her programming of the experience. January, 2008)

The experience was organized following these three principles. This is how the teacher explained it in her syllabus outline.

A first approximation to the issue.
To start with, it was necessary to have a first general idea of what intellectual property was,
but what was the best way to introduce a topic that was so unknown to students and even to
herself? How to approach a topic that questioned many of their daily practices?
The teacher included her concerns in the welcome message in her blog
Our experience in this field is not very extensive and, in general, we face several uncertainties
that we would like to clear up during the process of the experience on the issue we have opened
in the classrooms (Welcome entry Secondary Education Institute Roces in the blog entry from
the 2nd April)
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These concerns made her choose a strategy that came close to traditional pedagogy, which
brought concepts that define intellectual property closer based on a declarative and “literal”
knowledge.

Activity: looking for a definition
To awaken their interest, the teacher proposed that each student would have to say out
loud a word related to intellectual property and then for them to look up its definition. With
this activity they would become familiar with specific vocabulary regarding the issue: Creation, author´s rights, original copy, collective work, etc.

These were her comments after the students had gone over the activity
Faced with this first exercise (select the terms and look up their definition), that maybe it was a bit
abrupt to start like this … they just wrote the definition and that was it, and they handed it to me and
said “here you go miss”…, for them it was just doing a class exercise ….,(interview with the teacher,
minute 16:40)
Well, I didn’t intend for them to know exactly what a derived or collective work was.., but at least for
them to hear the terms so that, afterwards, we would be able to prepare the characters well (roleplaying game).., a first approximation to the vocabulary. Nothing else (interview with the teacher, 17th
June-, minute 4:27)

Activity: Who made this film?
They were also told to research how author´s rights are specified in the different types of
creations that they use daily, in a DVD, a CD, a software program. The teacher thought that
finding out about how intellectual property had to do with a film or a software program
would awaken students 'curiosity and maybe even surprise them. And she was right
They were surprised at the many ways in which author´s rights can be expressed (C, CC, LLC…)…
They were surprised by the license contract for the Word end user … in short, they starting to see beyond. (teacher’s summary 1st April)

This reaction from students lead the teacher to believe that they were ready to approach
the issue from a more reflexive, critical and meaningful perspective.
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Looking for meaningful learning
It was now not enough to know the definition of some terms, the goal was, at this point, for
students to interiorize them through reflecting upon them, associating them not just with
concepts but also with values and attitudes. The strategy chosen to meet this goal was focused on:

•

Elaborating narratives that included the terms previously defined

•

Group discussion techniques with presentation and justification of arguments.

Activity: writing a story.
With this proposal, students come closer to the concepts previously seen, not by memorizing
them, but with activities that helped them to confer meaning to the terms.
I had the idea of asking them to write, in a Word document, a paragraph that has to make
sense and which had to contain the words whose definition they had looked up. Each one of
them had his/her own interpretation (teacher’s summary 1st April).

Aida based this story on her friend’s problems.
I have a friend who is a little disoriented. She tells me she is the author of a creation, a
painting, and the fact is that I find it very familiar, I would say I’ve seen it somewhere else before. Of course, I suppose if it is a famous painting it will be protected by intellectual property, because the creator of that original work has certain rights ( written by Aida in her
notebook)

In this narration, concepts are organized around their meaning within the story. Writing it
allowed the student, even if timidly, to transcend literal learning, which rules the exercise of
finding the definitions, to favour a more meaningful learning process.

Activity: A role-playing game.
With this activity students contemplate intellectual property from different perspectives.
They are assigned different roles related in some way or another to IP, a script writer, a
singer, a producer or a representative from the General Author’s Association (SGA for its
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Spanish acronym). Students become aware of the repercussions of intellectual property and
the author´s rights,
both when enjoying cultural creations and when collaborating in the creative process.
The aim of this activity is to awaken the conscience of students and lead them to some sort of
commitment regarding “intellectual property” and author´s rights and the social cultural context
in which the issue is present. They will work in such a way that they will be able to assess different positions that may occur in a general sense and within the audiovisual field in particular.
(Written by the teacher in entry “Role-playing game at IES Roces”, blog from the 13th of April).

This activity was organized around three moments which are contained in the first figure.
The role-playing game is a very interesting strategy to approach not just concepts but also
attitudes and values.
What I think is that what they are realizing while preparing the characters is that there is something else…. If we were to summarize in one word what I think of this project, it would be
“respect”, for them to know about the situations that may arise, but that there’s a second part
which implies respect for the rights of others (Interview with the teacher, 8th of April)

We are creators: learning in a real context
In this stage we take a further step and explore intellectual property from the creator’s point
of view, experimenting in a real life situation the repercussions of all those aspects seen and
learned in prior stages
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This situation, that wants to insist on the importance of “looking at something” from different
perspectives, will allow them to feel like creators of their own productions. Most probably, the
fact that a person feels like the “creator”, “author” or “producer of cultural assets”, will help him
or her to reflect over the rights held by the author of a work and the importance of respecting
them.
(Written by the IES Roces teacher in her course programming)

Now students will create some videos and they will think and feel as creators. This strategy
allows a learning “located” within a real context and it implies:

•

A cognitive and emotional commitment with the decisions taken when editing and publishing their video.

•

To accept the real consequences of their actions and their repercussion in the respect
for intellectual property.

•

To become part of a community of audiovisual creators, which helps them to identify
with their rights.

•

A more active participation from the students and an indirect leading, through the resources facilitated, from the teacher

Activity: To produce and publish a video on the Internet
For a period of time, the high school became a set and the classroom a recording studio.
With this activity students took the “other side” and became aware of the creative act, appreciating the value of the creation and the repercussions that the rights of the author have
for creators.
We started to see the side that we never see …the creative act ...start to see, not be the spectator of the work but to say “I’m going to place myself at the other side, I am going to do it and
then I am going to be at the point of saying …those who see me like I want them to see me
from that point of view or from the other…” that was the step we had to take and I think we’ve
taken it
(interview with the teacher from the 20th of May, minute 18:39)
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They publish their video on the internet
The teacher told students to publish their works on the media they usually used. Most of
them chose Youtube for others to see their video. When doing this they had some dubitation,
for example: were they prepared to trasnfer all their rights? How could they protect the authorship of something that they had put some much effort into?
I prepared some exercises for them to think about their video by using the website on intellectual property. This would force them to read the webpage on IP and to reflect…, in the end,
they would realize that they have to modify the video to include the type of authorship and license they want. (teacher’s summary from the 2nd of June)

To help them, the teacher suggested they review what they knew about intellectual property
and to think about it by answering the following questions:

•

How can I share my creations without ignoring the author´s rights?

•

Are you familiar with any other type of license?

•

How did you do it?, Does your video reflect the transfer of rights?

Some students decided to transfer some of those rights while others, on the other hand, denied others any right over their creation. In the final discussion they explained the seasons
for their decision.
Researcher: So you chose creative commons, why?
Student: I thought it was the best suited for my short film. Then they could watch it, pass it
among them.., but not make any money out of it.
Researcher: Did anyone chose “all rights reserved”?
Student. We did
Researcher: why?
Student: our short film was not outstanding …, we didn´t want anyone to take it from us…
(interview with the teacher and students from the last session on the 17th of June minute 11:06)
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Adopting other people’s perspectives
We will now adopt a new perspective. We will go deeper into the educational
strategies used by one of the teachers, the one who designed the activity
based on the role-playing game, and in the answers given by the students.
We were looking for them to learn how to reason adopting different points of
view. The figure that follows will give an idea of the place held by this activity
within the general context of a workshop.

Intellectual property in context
The activity was developed in several sessions. The teacher provided information, all of it contextualized around several characters. Each one, in different professional and personal situations, had different opinions regarding the meaning of “intellectual property” and they affected
their behaviours.
In the figure, we include an example of the information, as given to the students for them to
play the character. It includes three types of data:

•

The description of the characters and their context.

•

Their opinions or behaviours in relation to intellectual property.

•

Some suggestions on the possible sources of information that will help students to go
deeper into the issue.

The exercise included a discussion in which students had to defend their character’s position.
Each group, made up of 3 students, assumed the same role. In the enclosed table we include a
short summary of the information provided by the teacher to each one of them.
After the discussion held in class, and still in the role of the corresponding character, each student individually wrote a short summary. They provided a description of the character they had
represented and the personal position that they would adopt if they were to talk to this character
.
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Do not respect IP
FRAN AND LOLA
Manipulate images

IVÁN AND JENNY
Download music

Respect IP
PETER AND HANNA
Business on the
Internet

JESÚS
Badly paid scriptwriter

TEDDY AND KARINA
Society of Authors

Profession

Graphic designer and
counter-cultural creative designer

They both want to
study art-related careers

Executives from Internet companies

Film and TV scriptwriter

Representatives from the Society of Authors

Personal and
professional
context

FRAN manipulates images in his jobs

IVAN plays the guitar
and wants to form a
music group

PETER works in the
production section of
the Emule program.
JANNA works for a
freeware company

He thinks his job is
very badly paid, and
that he should get a
share of the money
from the ads shown in
the series for which he
writes scripts

TEDDY joined the Society of
Authors once his record career
was over. KARINA is an economist that works for a company
that manages licenses on the
Internet

Opinions and
actions in relation to IP

Any information available on the Internet
should be freely available

They download products from the net without respecting IP

They have no problem
in ignoring IP rights if
it means increasing
the number of visits to
their websites

He agrees with respecting IP rights, but
not with the type of
contracts producers
demand

They agree with respecting IP
rights and fight for the implementation of the Digital Levy by
law

Other information

Rights over images are
abusive

They think audiovisual
products are expensive
and profits are not distributed fairly. They
think it is not fair that
there are “slaves” that
create intellectual productions and then others enjoy them

They value the products they can
download from the
web and the business
opportunities around
them

He thinks that advertising money is taken
mostly by producers
and large TV channels

They think a song should generate economic rights for its producers and creators every time
it is reproduced

Table 1. Character description: Document with class work
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Did students identify with their characters?

The role-playing game allowed
students to identify or not identify
themselves with the characters
that defended opinions on the concept of intellectual property.

Let’s observe the degree of agreement shown by students with the opinions and activities of
the characters they represented.
If we look at Table 2, we see that only 2 students out of the 15 analyzed identified fully with
opinions or actions from their characters. In addition, there is a certain consistency in opinions: when the character respects intellectual property they mostly partially agree with his/
her ideas and behaviour; on the other hand, when they don’t respect them, disagreements
are stronger.

.

Respect IP

Agree
Disagree
Both
Total

Do not respect IP

FRAN AND
LOLA

IVÁN AND
JENNY

PETER AND
HANNA

JESÚS

Manipulate images

Download music

Business on
the Internet

Badly paid
scriptwriter

1
2
3

3

1
1
2
3

2
3

3

Table 2: Agreement or disagreement with the character
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TEDDY
AND
KARINA
Society of
Authors
1
1
1
3

Total

2
6
7
15

The analysis of the texts produced by the students revealed several interesting elements that
we summarized in table 2 and which will be considered in the presentation. Firstly we must distinguish between the information provided by the teacher, regarding the situations that
surrounded the characters and their attitude towards intellectual property, and the representations that students built when they participated in the classroom debate playing their
character role. If we observe the latter we see, at least, three elements of interest: a) the degree of agreement or disagreement that the students express, b) the conceptual dimensions
they introduce in the description of the character, and c) the way in which they express that
description in a communicative context (teacher’s blog).

Students represented the role of
their characters. The fact of taking someone else’s perspective
had an impact in their way of
thinking about intellectual property and also on how they expressed their opinions

The analysis that follows will take into account all these factors that interact between one another. We can’t forget that it is a qualitative analysis in which we are looking for an internal
validation of the data and the analysis of the process more that the products themselves.
Context of the characters
introduced by the teacher

Do not respect IP

Respect IP
Representation of the
character built by students

Degree of agreement with
the character

Conceptual scope of the
description

Communicative context of
the description

Manipulate images

Download music
Business on the Internet
Badly paid script writer
Society of Authors
Agree
Disagree
Both
Legality
personal, social, cultural context
Authorship
Value judgments
Opinions
Justifications

Table 3: The role-playing game: Dimensions of the analysis
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Intellectual property and located knowledge
One of the first things that stands out when exploring the texts from students is the way in
which the personal and work contexts of the characters they represent seem to condition the
student´s opinions. The figure shows the dimensions attributed to each character. We have
to bear in mind that three of these characters do not respect intellectual property and two of
them do respect it.
If we observe the adjoining figure we see how the context of the characters, their
personal and work situation, is going to affect considerations that the students make
of them when playing their role. Among the most relevant data we find high percentages
in the authorship dimension. In all characters, this dimension stands out, except in the
case of the representatives from the Society of Authors (68.75% vs. 12,50%). Let’s see an
example where one of the students reflects over her characters, Fran and Lola, editors that
manipulate images on the Internet without respecting intellectual property.
1.My character was Lola and Fran. They were against intellectual property, because they said
that anyone that publishes a creation has to be prepared to have it copied or whatever people
want to do with it.
2.I agree with the fact that rights over images or songs are abusive and they would have to
lower them to reduce piracy. I do not agree with them saying that when something is published we can do what we want with it, because we should respect the author.

Manipulate images
0,00

100,00

Bachillerato 1 04 13 08 Blog Role Playing game Commentaries

Badly
Society
Manipul Downlo Business
paid
of
on the
ad
ate
script
Authors
images music Internet
writer

In this case the relationship with the character is established through the idea of creation:
who is the owner of the images that appear on the Internet? It is clear that this student is
aware that they have an author who has to be respected.

We can also explore how teenagers are aware of the importance of the law. If we look
at the figure again we see that percentages are high when they refer to those characters
that defend an extreme position regarding the concept of intellectual property
(representative from the Society of Authors, 75.00 %). Looking at the description of these
characters provided by the teacher we see that they are in favour of the imposition by law of
a digital levy. On the other hand we have to highlight that, in most of the cases, besides
making references to the law they also talk about financial profits.
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Legality

25,00

28,57

55,56

28,57

75,00

Personal, social,
cultural context

6,25

14,29

0,00

7,14

12,50

Authorship

68,75

57,14

44,44

64,29

12,50

Figure 1: Understanding the concept of intellectual property depending on the character played.

5.5 ADOPTING OTHER PEOPLE´S PERSPECTIVES

Let’s see some of the examples that show how teenagers have opposed and even contradictory opinions. Analyzing Laura’s text we see that, in the first part, she especially respects not just the law but also the author’s rights.

Teenagers are aware of the importance of rules to live in a society. They find it difficult to integrate in thsee a financial dimension that goes against, in some
cases, their personal interests

1.My character was Teddy and Karina and they defended author´s rights, they defended the
SGAE and other organizations, the digital levy and intellectual property.
2.In some respects I do agree with them, regarding the fact that if we did what these characters say and defend, so much money would not be lost and all the people behind each published
work would be better rewarded. We would also respect the Law and we would do what is right,
we would have the sufficient morality to understand that this is the way things are and they
must be done like this and respected. Bachillerato 1 04 13 08 Blog Role-playing game Commentaries

If we now look at the text that follows shortly after the last one we will notice the complexity
of the problem faced by this teenager. In this case her opinion is contradictory with the last
one. While before she recognized the importance of rewarding authors, she now complains
about the high prices. Similar expressions can be seen in other students, they almost always
find it difficult to separate the price they have to pay for music or other types of creations
and the respect for intellectual property.
I do not agree, for example, with the digital levy because even if it is compensatory, we shouldn’t pay for something that we are going to use at a personal level. And with respect to piracy,
people don’t have enough money to spend so much in each CD, DVD, etc, of each of the artists
that we like. They should lower the prices.

Another aspect that is worth pointing out is how the act of thinking about certain characters or others is associated to the different forms of expression that give way to
different levels of complexity in the reflection: value judgements, opinions and justifications. Let’s see the adjoining figure.
In the mentioned figure we see that while the presence of value judgements is very high in
relation to some characters, independent of whether they respect or not intellectual property, (100% among those who manipulate images and 60% among those who represent
the Society of Authors), in other cases, interestingly, we notice the presence of justifications
(100.00% badly paid scriptwriter). Let’s see an example of the latter:

Society of Authors
Badly paid script writer
Business on the Internet
Download music
Manipulate images
0,00
Manipulate
images
Value judgment

20,00
Download
music

40,00

60,00

Business on
the Internet

80,00
Badly paid
script writer

100,00
Society of
Authors

100,00

66,67

25,00

0,00

60,00

Opinion

0,00

33,33

50,00

0,00

40,00

Justification

0,00

0,00

25,00

100,00

0,00

Figure 2. Character analysis:
Thinking processes and communicative context
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My character was Jesús. He considered that his job was badly paid, he agreed with defending
the rights of intellectual property but he did not agree with the types of contracts drawn by producing companies.
I don’t agree because, for example, in music, records are very expensive, which makes people
download them; although on the other hand I agree in that if records were cheaper people
would still download music because, if they could have it for free, why buy it (Bachillerato 1 04
13 08 Blog Role-playing game Commentaries)

We have qualified as “justification” this response because she gives two reasons to explain
her idea: a) the price of records would explain why people download them from the web, b)
she corrects herself and admits that, even if they were cheaper, people would keep on doing
the same thing.
Until now we have insisted in how, going further than whether the character respects intellectual property or not, the context in which these characters exist conditions not just the
students´descriptions of them but also the way in which they express them. We will now
look at how both aspects condition whether students identify with them or not.

Identifying with the character
We will now analyze how the act of identifying or not identifying themselves with their character influenced the teenager’s ideas. By exploring the responses we saw that although
conceptual dimensions attributed to the character hardly varied with respect to the
student being in agreement or disagreement with his/her character’s opinions and
behaviour, what did change were their ways of expressing themselves when including value judgements, opinions and justification in their responses. Data that
supports these ideas is shown on Figure 3.
Above all, it is worth highlighting that the presence of justifications is greater when students
are in disagreement with the character they played (50% in cases were there was a total
disagreement and 20% if the disagreement was just partial). We can explain it considering
that, when in disagreement, the student feels more compelled to justify his or her way of
thinking.
This data has important educational implications and shows how disagreements lead onto
more complex thinking processes.
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Both of them

Disagreement

Agreement

0,00

20,00

40,00

60,00

80,00

100,00

Agreement

Disagreement

Both of them

Value judgment

50,00

33,33

50,00

Opinion

50,00

16,67

30,00

Justification

0,00

50,00

20,00

Figure 3. Degree of identification and thinking processes in a
communicative context

5.5 ADOPTING OTHER PEOPLE´S PERSPECTIVES

Undoubtedly, we face an open issue that we will have to investigate further. Let’s see one
last example to explore the reasons given by students when they express their agreement or
disagreement with the character they have had to play.
Justifying disagreement
1. Mi character was Jesús, a scrip writer unhappy with his salary who defended intellectual
property.

2. My stance regarding my character’s opinions is the contrary in some respects, although if I
were in a situation in which I had to live off script writing or any other job in which my authorship played a role, I would also think intellectual property should be fully respected.(Bachillerato
1 04 13 08 Blog Role-playing game Commentaries)

Judgment when the attitude is partially shared
1-My characters were Peter and Hanna, they were against IP and defended free software and
emule.
2- Partly yes and partly no. I don´t agree with Peter when he says that software should be
free, and that the price of CDs should not be so high, because if they need money they should
look for it somewhere else, just like everyone else does. I disagree in part with him because
also we should somewhat respect people´s right to privacy. (Bachillerato 1 04 13 08 Blog Roleplaying game Commentaries)

When we comment the examples together we realize the complexity of the problem. The
fact of having considered Marta’s opinion as a justification is due to the ability to put herself
totally in someone else’s position and, in addition, to differentiate this position from her own
one. It is clear that she doesn’t share some of the character’s opinions or behaviors, by
downloading music from the web without respecting intellectual property, in this context she
admits that Jesus is the author and that his rights are not being respected.
On the other hand, Soraya expresses opinions and judgment values without justification, i.e.
she does not establish relationships among the different elements in the situation. Her judgments are more a succession of ideas than a justification in which ideas succeed themselves
coherently.
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Reflecting in a coherent way
when faced with a specific situation in which the issue of intellectual property is present will
require the implementation of
educational innovative strategies
that encourage reflection and a
civic engagement

5.6
A case study:
Cristina
91
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5.6 A CASE STUDY: CRISTINA

WE WERE LOOKING TO UNDERSTAND HOW IDEAS AND
ACTIONS EVOLVED IN A TEENAGER THROUGHOUT THE
TIME SHE PARTICIPATED IN THE EXPERIENCE

A case study: Cristina
We will now modify the analysis perspective to concentrate on a case study. We will explore how the
concept Cristina, a Bachillerato student, built around intellectual property has changed throughout the
workshop in which she participated. This new outlook will allow us to discover in depth the reasons behind her change

Cristina within the workshop context
Cristina is a teenager who took the class “Audiovisual Communication” in a Bachillerato center. Her teacher integrated within
this course the workshop related to intellectual property, which took place between the 29th of March and the 19th of May.
The work context that was carried out in class in summarized in the adjoining figure, in which two types of information are included: a) activities carried out by all students just as the teacher described them, b) the ones carried out by Cristina and
which we have analyzed to understand her development.
As it can be observed in the previous figure, a relevant strategy in the workshop seems to be related to the teacher’s efforts to
bring teenagers closer to certain relevant creations from the current times, related to the world of images and their multiple
expressions. For example, students analyzed some videos present in You-tube in which their creators had been inspired in
other already existing works, which they had analyzed and transformed. They also worked the concept of creating in collaboration, from the analysis of a comic book and, in addition, they were able to talk to the creator. Finally, the last part of the
workshop, from session 13, was dedicated to students reflecting upon the possibilities of them being the creators.
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Workshop context

Figure 1. Cristina builds a new concept of intellectual property
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INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY WAS FIRST ASSOCIATED
WITH THE CONTENTS OF THE CREATION, AND AT THE
END OF THE EXPEREINCE WITH THE CREATOR´S SOCIAL AND CULTURAL CONTEXT

How did the meaning of the concept of intellectual property change?
Cristina, in addition to working with her classmates and participating not just in class discussions but also in blogs, individually
answered in writing some questions prepared by the teacher at the start and end of the workshop. Figure 1 shows her evolution between these two moments.
At the beginning she considers the contents of the creation or the processes of knowledge more important; at the
completion, she gives more weight to the personal, social and cultural context in which the created work is immersed
and to the work of the creator.
To explain this we can consider the role given throughout the workshop to the social and cultural relevance of certain contemporary creations discussed by students in class.

Overcoming errors
To explain the reasons behind the changes we have just mentioned, we will now see, with the help from some examples, how
Cristina built during the time that the workshop lasted, an increasingly more complex concept of intellectual property.
In particular, let’s see the meaning of this concept when she refers to it in answering a question at the beginning and at the
end of the workshop:
What does “Intellectual property” mean for you?
Something private that has to do with the world of author’s rights and everything related to them. (Questionnaire 1, 25 03 08)
The rights of authors with respect to their creations and activities in different fields and the protection that the State tries to give
those authors. For me it means to have a right. (Questionnaire 2. 19 05 2008)
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AT THE COMPLETETION OF THE EXPERIENCE, INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY WAS NOT JUST ASSOCIATED TO A PRIVATE ENVIRONMENT, INSTEAD IT WAS PRESENT IN A
SOCIAL, CULTURAL AND LEGAL DIMENSION AS WELL

These two responses show clear differences. In the second one she has overcome an error, since she now does not see
“intellectual property” as “something private”. She insists on the idea of author´s rights, but she now mentions the “State’s
protection”. She has probably understood that, in Spain, there is a legal framework that protects it.
We can also observe how, throughout the workshop, Cristina has understood the meaning of a certain cultural context.
Probably, as we will now see, it is easier to understand these concepts when they show up in specific situations. In any case,
we observe how the definition of the concept at the completion of the experience insists On the benefits of cultural creations
for society and gives less importance to the contents of the actual knowledge.
Let’s see how the teacher helped students to explore in more depth the relationship between culture and intellectual property.
We will now analyze two exercises in which students work the issue by analyzing situations in which creations have emerged
from other already existing works.
To what extent can a creator use someone else’s creations to create something himself? This question, undoubtedly complex
and difficult, was debated in the classroom. Let’s see how.
Summary of the proposed exercise (28th of March 2008)
Someone has uploaded a video in YouTube created from the videogame the Sims and the series Buffy The Vampire Slayer, and the
characters show the same abilities and the plot from a TV series (http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rljbZAoYoLs) .

Let´s see Cristina´s reflections to the questions asked by the teacher:
What author´s rights does the author of this video have?
I don’t think he has any rights because the images were not created by him.

What rights do the creators of the videogame and the TV series have?
They should have to have at least most of the rights because they are the creators of the series and the videogame.
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We see that, there is even a contradiction in her responses and she finds it difficult to get to the bottom of the issue, i.e. she
does not seem to ask herself to what extent creations imply, in most of the cases, a starting point, a base, in another creation.
Let’s see what happens during a later session
Summary of the proposed exercise (21st of April 2008)
In an Audiovisual Communication Class we showed a video of a comic, its making process, production, characters that take part from
the conception of the idea until its publication ….
You have made several works yourself throughout the course (presentation, web pages, audio clips, etc)
Do you think any of them can be subject to intellectual property? Give reasons for your answer.
Yes, because even though information has been taken from different sources ( and they too, therefore, have rights over that work)
the creative work has been personal.

In Cristina´s brief reflection, almost halfway through the workshop, we see a complex way of thinking: a) On the one hand,
she dominates and uses the concept of “source”, with which she seems to refer to the fact that a creation is not born in a vacuum; b) she is able to differentiate the role held by the different creators in the creation when they base their new work in that
of others or are inspired by one another successively to create.

Intellectual property and daily life
To understand how Cristina came to increasingly more complex understanding processes and was, even, capable of generalizing what she had learned in her personal daily life, we will have to stop at the last example from the questions students answered at the beginning and end of the workshop.
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5.6 A CASE STUDY: CRISTINA

FOR THE FIRST FEW DAYS INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY
WAS SOMETHING ALIEN TO THEIR EVERYDAY LIFE, AT
THE END OF THE WORKSHOP THEY HAD LEARNED THAT
IT CAN BE PRESENT IN THE DECISIONS WE TAKE EVERY
DAY.

Do you think author´s rights or IP affect your daily life at all?
I don’t think they affect my daily life at all but the daily lives of those who work in the music and TV world are definitely affected, because they live DIRECTLY off it and they must be informed of the existing creations and the author´s rights to create new things.
(Questionnaire 1. 25 03 2008)
Yes, I use a lot of things in my daily life that have intellectual property because they are personal creations from authors. In all those
products the author has the rights, and intellectual property protects him (Questionnaire 2. 19 05 2008)

This student’s reflections clearly show the conceptual change that took place throughout the workshop. While at the beginning
she thought it was something that only affected authors, at the end she understood that it is something that exists in her daily
life as a user. This change of perspective definitely reveals a more complex process in the understanding of the concept.
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6. PERSPECTIVES FOR THE FUTURE

TO EDUCATE IN A CIVIC COMMITMENT BY BUILDING A
PARTICIPATORY CULTURE IS ONE OF THE CHALLENGES FACED BY OUR CURRENT SOCIETY

Perspectives for the future
Through this report we have shown the scope of the project. Together, students and teachers from various educational levels
have learned to create, contemplate and use other people’s works in a responsible way. Its implementation has opened new
perspectives that will contribute to its enrichment and widen the results of the project. Its scope has been organized around
three axes: Educational, social-institutional and academic-scientific.

Educational projection
Education has been the main focus. We believe results have clearly demonstrated that the educational environment is one of
the most important to approach this issue, due to the conceptual changes that have taken place in students. We point out a
few actions that may expand and widen this proposal.

•

Consolidation of a website where teachers and students may find contents, activities and resources to understand
intellectual property and related it to their daily. This task will require further permanent support for teachers from the
website itself, maintaining a collaboration with them and providing a structure to allow an efficient participation in which
practice and theoretical reflection can coexist.

•

The design of a training plan for teachers in the use of the contents and methodologies assessed in this project.
This training will offer the necessary tools to introduce the issue in the classrooms.

•
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The search for connections between intellectual property contents and the official curriculum.
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COMPANIES AND INSTITUTIONS INVOLVED IN THE
CREATIVE PROCESS MAY CONTRIBUTE TO THE CREATION OF A SOCIAL AWARENESS THAT RESPECTS
CREATORS´ INTELLECTUAL PROPOERTY AND USERS´
RIGHTS

•

Other possibilities to introduce this issue in the classroom may be explored. For example, contents developed
may be associated to specific course topics such as “Education for citizenship” or “Knowledge of the environment”. The
cross-sectional presence of this issue can also be sought within the curricular frame. For example, exploring intellectual
property contents in classroom creations or in any real life or digital situation in which students take part.

•

To encourage a more fluent communication among schools and creators. As we have seen in the implementation
of this project, it is important for students to know and value the creative process with the author’s help. In addition to
encouraging schools to open their premises to local creators, a website can be designed with the aim of establishing a
channel of communication with creators that are further away.

•

We think the contents developed for this project are intimately related to education regarding the media, which
should be a priority objective in the education of citizens and a civic engagement.

Social projection
The success of a project such as this one, whose aim of to contribute to the education of responsible and competent citizens. Companies and institutions involved in creating can have an important role in this process.

•

To establish a collaboration among social institutions and management entities with schools through campaigns
that bring the creative process closer to teenagers in all its aspects.

•

To open the doors of schools to financial and cultural management entities, so that students can also come closer to
the creative process form these perspectives
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THE CONCEPT OF INTELLETUAL PROPERTY OPENS UP
A RESEARCH FIELD RELATED TO THE DEVELOPMENT
OF NEW IDEAS AND PRACTICES IN CITIZENS THAT
ARE NECCESARY TO MANAGE ONESELF IN TODAY´S
SOCIETY

•

To expand the participation in projects such as this one to entities or institutions related with different types of creations (architecture, design, crafts). This will contribute to widening the idea of creation in teenagers and to associate
intellectual property with experiences that are not part of their daily life.

Academic and scientific projection.
To accept, as researchers, the management and advising of this project has been a challenge from which we have derived new
paths to follow.

•

To analyze the cognitive and emotional processes that explain the understanding of intellectual property in children
and teenagers. Only by understanding them will we be able to carry out an appropriate intervention

•

To investigate and analyze new didactical strategies that would bring intellectual property closer to children, in a
meaningful way to which they can relate. This project has demonstrated how research is the most appropriate way to
encourage a cognitive change and an attitude of respect for one’s own creations and the creations of others.

•

In order to continue what we have already started with this project, to encourage a collaboration among universities, companies and other social entities. A joint effort will have an impact in the training of critical and responsible
citizens.
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Technical specifications
We now list the different types of data that have been collected throughout the project. They have been analyzed with software programs NVivo 8, AtlasTi
5.1 and Photoshop Elements.

4th year of Primary Education
Classroom sessions
Date

No. of Sessions

No. of Videos

No. of Photos

March

1

2

April

3

4

June

1

1

Total

5

7

No. of Blogs

Other Material

Total

0

0

34

37

217

0

54

278

0

0

0

2

0

0

88

317

217

No. of Summaries

4th year of E.S.O. (Mandatory Secondary Education) “Young European Company”
Questionnaires
No. students: 16. Date Questionnaire 1: 31st March / Date Questionnaire 2: 5th Mayo

Classroom sessions
No. of Sessions

No. of Videos

No. of Photos

No. of Summaries

No. of Blogs

Other Material

Total

March

2

0

0

1

1

1

5

April

1

3

11

2

1

0

18

May

1

0

0

0

0

16

17

June

1

1

4

0

1

0

7

Total

5

4

15

3

3

17

47

Date
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Bachillerato 1: “Audiovisual Communication and Multimedia”
Questionnaires
No. students: 17. Date Questionnaire 1: 25th March

Classroom sessions

No. of Sessions

No. of Videos

No. of Photos

No. of Summaries

No. of Blogs

Other Material

Total

March

4

1

13

4

1

60

83

April

10

3

38

10

20

31

112

May

1

0

4

1

2

14

22

June

2

4

48

2

0

0

56

Total

17

8

103

17

23

105

273

Total

Date

Bachillerato 2: Course: “Audiovisual Communication and Multimedia”
Questionnaires
No. students: 17. Date Questionnaire 1: 25th March / Date Questionnaire 2: 19th May

Classroom sessions

Date

No. of Sessions

No. of Videos

No. of Photos

No. of Summaries

No. of Blogs

Other Material

March

3

4

1

13

April

15

13

6

29

May

1

1

19

0

June

1

0

0

0

Total

20

18

26

42
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Appendices
The concept of intellectual property: Dimensions of the analysis
The analysis of data is organized in four different core divisions, each of which includes, in turn several sub-divisions, as seen in the table:
Dimensions

1. Information and content

2. Legality

3. Personal, social and
cultural context

4. Authorship

Sub-

Lack of information

Legal frame

Protection

Invention and innovation

Capability of knowledge

Financial benefit

Possession

Collaboration

Other errors

Rights and obligations

Context Space-Time

Plagiarism / Copy

Reference to knowledge

Author´s rights

Culture

User

Audiovisual technology

License

Artistic Expression

Creation

Web

Special licenses: Creative

Finality

Author

Dimensions

Immaterial dimension

Society
Respect

We will now define the divisions and subdivisions used for the coding and analysis, followed by an example that explains each one:

Information and content
This core division includes references to the contents of the creative act, related to information or to knowledge processes

Lack of information
Awareness that one does not have an appropriate response and that it would be necessary to have more information to answer: ‘What does
intellectual property mean for you? It means nothing to me because I have never heard of it’
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Capability of knowledge
Capability of knowing; it can be confused, for example, with intelligence or with other knowledge processes. ‘It is something that allows us to
acquire knowledge that we can use in the future’.

Other errors
Errors due to the lack of information but which are expressed by accepting them as an appropriate answer or opinion. ‘Do you think author´s
rights or intellectual property affect your daily life at all? Yes because we all pay a tax that they charge additionally when we buy articles that
we may get for free by other means, like for example when we buy a record, clothes, etc.… we can always get in from the web fo free or at a
very low price’.

Reference to knowledge
Cognitive contents. References to the result of the knowing process. ‘‘What does intellectual property mean for you? The knowledge of each
person or group of people’

Audiovisual technology
Reference to communication means or instruments that use codes or audiovisual tools. ‘Do you think it has something to do with the course on
audiovisual communication? Yes, because I think intellectual property in some way and without knowing too much about the issue is related to
the film industry and technology (computers...)

Web
Explicit references to digital networks. ‘Of the materials used or created during the course “Audiovisual Communication and Multimedia”, do you
think any of them can be subject to intellectual property? Yes, for example the creation of web pages, because I think it is something that can
be quite useful for the future.

Immaterial dimension
References to immaterial property. For example: ´What does intellectual property mean for you? The ownership of things that you have in your
brain’.

Legality
This core division includes references to the relationship, direct or indirect, between intellectual property and the law. It implies an awareness of
the existence of certain rules that regulate intellectual property and, in addition, they have a social impact.
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Legal frame
They refer quite often to the frame from which an obligation is derived in relation to intellectual property. ´Do you think author´s rights or intellectual property affect your daily life at all? Yes, since you can’t plagiarize films or books thanks to intellectual property, if it didn’t exist anyone
could copy and claim other people’s merits as their own´.

Financial benefit
They refer to the financial advantages implied by the fact that a creation is socially recognized. ´What does intellectual property mean for you?
I think it is a right held by creators to enjoy the benefits that derive from their ideas’. Rights and obligations

Rights and obligations
They derive from the law or they can also lean on a moral obligation. ‘Being creators and, at the same time, users of cultural products”

Author´s rights
There is an explicit reference to this term and to the concept behind it within the frame of intellectual property. ´What does intellectual property
mean for you? It’s similar to author´s rights or at least I think so. Whatever each one creates is the creator´s property, because it was created
and thought by that person’.

License
There is an explicit reference to this term and it is related to a specific way of broadcasting a creation within a legal framework. ‘If we have
used materials that were already created, what do I have to do before publishing? Where can I go to ask for permission? To look for a license
agreement for its use and enjoyment. I will have to go to the author of the original work´.

Special licenses: Creative Commons
There is a direct reference to this concept, literally used by students within the frame of a creation that can be used with certain freedom. ‘Do
you think author´s rights or intellectual property affect your daily life at all? Although I don’t usually listen to protected music, author´s rights
are a great obstacle for, for example, whomever wants to do only a little retouching fotoFigure, or a re-mix of an mp3, without any commercial
purpose. This is why I’d rather support other licenses such as creative commons, instead of the widely known copyright, through which you can
decide the limitations of use of your creations´.

Personal, social and cultural context
It refers to the context that surrounds a creation that can be subject to intellectual property. This context can be analyzed from different points
of view that focus not just on the creator or user but also on the social-cultural frame that surrounds them.
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Protection
Act of safekeeping the creator´s rights with respect to his works. ‘What does “Intellectual property” mean for you? The protection of your rights
with respect to your works’.

Posession
They explicitly refer to the fact that the creator has a specific right over his work. They stress the term “property”. What does intellectual property mean for you? A right held by each person, for example if someone composes a song for him or her to take part of the credit if he or she
transfers the rights, or for nobody else to be able to use it without his or her consent’.

Context Space-Time
It may refer to the content of a creation or to the situation in which the creator is immersed. ‘What is a cultural creation for you? For me a cultural creation is an innovation that has to do with the world around us and in which we live. Its purpose is to enterntain and educate.

Culture
There are explicit references to this term, depending on the context in which it is brought up, it has different meanings. ´What is a cultural
creation for you? A cultural creation for me is to make a creation of a social nature, something that has to do with the culture in the area where
one is from.

Artistic Expression
There is a certain identification between culture and art, for example, excluding scientific productions from culture. ‘What is a cultural creation
for you? It is an artistic expression either in photography, film, painting, music, etc.’.

Finality
There is an explicit reference to the usefulness of the work created or the fact that it could be set within the context of intellectual property.
‘What does “Intellectual property” mean for you? It is a law that is enforced so that music, documents, etc are not plagiarized.´

Society
The creation subject to intellectual property is set in a social context. What is a cultural creation for you? Something new within the cultural
world and the different environments related to it and which can be useful for people and enrich their knowledge’.

Respect
Consideration for the rights and obligations of the creator. ‘Do you think it has something to do with the course on Audiovisual Communication?
If yes, give reasons for your answer. Probbaly, the relation between IP and the course on “Audiovisual Communication” is that, just like we are
taught to create receiving some technical guidelines, we are taught to have respect for other people´s works’.
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Authorship
This core division explicitly references the person who creates or produces something. Closely following the official definition as determined by
the Royal Academy of Linguistics, it refers to the person who has created a scientific, literary or artistic work.

Invention and innovation
Creation and modification of a product, and its introduction into the market. ´What is a cultural creation for you? For me a cultural creation is
the construction or reconstruction of an ancient object, a way of thinking and the tradition of a population that is alive or wants to recuperate its
tradition. It can also refer to all the art that innovates, meaning, that changes, whether radically or only partially´.

Collaboration
To work with another person or other people in the creation of a work. ‘But I do not agree with the fact that, despite the work implied in the
making of a CD, the merit only goes to the singer, and I think we should see beyond, and for other people besides the singer to be seen as
creators as well.´

Plagiarism / Copy
To copy other people´s works in their essence, presenting them as one´s own. ‘Do you think author´s rights or intellectual property affect your
daily life at all? Yes, since you can´t plagiarize books or films thanks to intellectual property, if it didn’t exist anyone could copy and claim other
people’s merits as their own’.

User
Someone who uses something regularly. ‘What does “Intellectual property” mean for you?‘ It means when an individual creates something that
is his own, (book, song, novel… )that cannot be plagiarized, and if someone does and obtains a benefit, part of it should be given to te creator’.

Creation
To produce something new. ‘Do you think author´s rights or intellectual property affect your daily life at all? I don’t think they affect my daily life at
all but the daily lives of those who work in the music and TV world are definitely affected, because they live DIRECTLY off it and they must be informed of the
existing creations and the author´s rights to create new things.

Author
Person that has produced a scientific, literary or artistic work. A specific reference is made to the person that creates or produces something.
‘What does “Intellectual property” mean for you? ‘It means that when a person has a creation that is totally his own, nobody can copy or plagiarize it since it would jeopardize the rights the author has over the work’.
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